Introduction
============

Organelle DNA in Eukaryotic Chromosomes
---------------------------------------

Mitochondria and chloroplasts were once free-living proteobacteria and cyanobacteria, but their genomes are highly reduced in comparison to their free-living bacterial relatives ([@evx078-B1]). Plastid genomes encode 23--200 proteins and mitochondrial DNA encodes anywhere from 3 to 60 proteins ([@evx078-B70]). Both bioenergetic organelles contain roughly 2,000 proteins, however, that are required in order for the organelle to function, the vast majority of which are encoded in the nucleus ([@evx078-B22]; [@evx078-B51]). The discrepancy between the number of proteins that organelles encode and the number of proteins that they contain is explained by a corollary to endosymbiotic theory called endosymbiotic gene transfer (EGT), which posits that during the course of evolution, most genes present in the genome of the ancestral organelle were relinquished to the nucleus where the corresponding gene products could be translated by cytosolic ribosomes and undergo one of five fates. Either 1) the protein became targeted back to the organelle of its origin to allow loss of the organelle gene, 2) the protein became targeted to other compartments within the cell, 3) the genes underwent recombination and accumulated mutations so as to encode or impart new functions, 4) the gene became a pseudogene, or 5) any combination of the above ([@evx078-B43]).

Gene transfer from organelles to the nucleus has been investigated in experimental studies in yeast ([@evx078-B69]; [@evx078-B53]) and in plants ([@evx078-B30]), the latter revealing that the rate of transfer is of the order of one successful event among 250,000 gametes tested. In evolution, gene transfers from organelles have impacted on eukaryotic genomes in two main ways. Early in eukaryote evolution, at the endosymbiotic acquisition of chloroplasts and mitochondria, massive influx of organelle genes into eukaryotic genomes not only permitted the transition from endosymbiont to organelle, it also served as a source of genetic starting material in nuclear chromosomes for the origin of genes and proteins that are specific to the eukaryotic lineage. At the level of whole sequence analysis, eukaryotic genomes harbor no evidence for evolutionarily more recent or continuous gene acquisitions from bacteria ([@evx078-B36]; [@evx078-B35]), further underscoring the importance of gene acquisition at organelle origin. In recent evolutionary history, EGT is a widespread and ongoing process that that still occurs across all eukaryotes harboring organelle DNA. This is evidenced by the presence, in nuclear genome sequences, of nuclear copies of organelle DNA. Such recently transferred nuclear copies are witnesses to the gene transfer process, they are known as nuclear sequences of mitochondrial origin (numts) and nuclear sequences of plastid origin (nupts).

Numts and nupts are found in virtually all sequenced eukaryotic genomes ([@evx078-B4]; [@evx078-B55], [@evx078-B56]). The number of insertions and total amount of numts and nupts varies considerably among genomes and is correlated with the size of nuclear genome ([@evx078-B29]). Identifying numts and nupts in eukaryotic genome assemblies is more challenging than it might seem at first sight. In particular, the mere counting of independent numt and nupt insertions in genomes is not an easy task.

Numts and nupts are very pesky insertions. They are ubiquitous in nuclear *DNA*, but they are *not* ubiquitous in nuclear genome *assemblies*. Very often they are removed (edited out) during the genome annotation process ([@evx078-B52]). As genomes become increasingly important in evolutionary studies and in modern medical applications---be it in diagnostics ([@evx078-B65]) or in monitoring the progression of cancers ([@evx078-B77])---it is becoming increasingly important that organelle insertions are properly accounted for in nuclear genome assemblies. Not only do numts and nupts plague studies of molecular systematics ([@evx078-B68]; [@evx078-B42]); different DNA sequencing and assembly methods deliver genome sequences that harbor very different numbers of numts and nupts for the same organism ([@evx078-B27]; [@evx078-B17]). A number of numts are associated with human disease ([@evx078-B13]) and some specific numt insertions have even been linked to lifespan ([@evx078-B15]). With the increased number of reports revealing the significance of numts in human health and cancer progression studies, it is important that tools are available to ensure that numts and nupts are properly identified and annotated in genome sequences.

Dynamics in Two Genomes Simultaneously
--------------------------------------

Numts and nupts that occur in genomes today are the result of DNA dynamics both within and between organelles and the nucleus. Mitochondria and plastid genomes vary significantly in size, gene content, and shape ([@evx078-B21]; [@evx078-B23]). One parameter that can significantly influence the number of detected transfers is the amount of repetitive DNA in the organelle. If an organelle DNA includes repeats, and if repeated regions are transferred into the nucleus, then the same nuclear region will be detected multiple times if organelle DNA is BLASTed to the nuclear assembly. The inverted repeat of plastid DNA, which can be up to ten thousand bases long ([@evx078-B33]) is a classic example of this effect, but other examples of shorter repeats appear, such as the *Arabidopsis thaliana* mitochondrial genome, where they account for ∼7% of the 367 kb genome ([@evx078-B74]). A complete nuclear copy of the 367 kb *Arabidopsis* mitochondrial genome in length was not present in the original sequence of *Arabidopsis* chromosome 2 ([@evx078-B39]); it was edited out during annotation ([@evx078-B64]), illustrating the difficulties that numts and nupts present in nuclear genome assembly.

Numts and nupts studied so far show no obvious tendency to trace to one particular region of the organelle genome; it appears that all regions of organelle DNA have the same propensity to become integrated into nuclear chromosomes ([@evx078-B71]; [@evx078-B80]; [@evx078-B3]; [@evx078-B28]; [@evx078-B46]). Older numts were reported to be shorter ([@evx078-B3]), which generally suggests that they tend to be fragmented after insertion, not during insertion. This is consistent with the report that very recent large continuous insertions correspond to the sequence of the entire organelle genome ([@evx078-B31]). However, experimental studies have shown there are also cases of insertion in which organelle DNA is rearranged prior to or during the insertion event ([@evx078-B53]; [@evx078-B30]). Thus, during insertion, the inserted DNA can undergo duplications or assume a gene arrangement that is nonlinear with respect to the gene organization in the organelle. Nonlinear organization includes both the polarities of regions adjacent in the organelle as well as the presence of fragments from different regions of the organelle. Within the nuclear genome, recent EGT events are mostly considered dead on arrival pseudogenes ([@evx078-B4]), though some exceptions are known ([@evx078-B48]). As such, mitochondrial and plastid fragments inserted into the nuclear genome undergo fragmentation ([@evx078-B31]), and translocations as well as tandem duplications.

Examples of complex numt and nupt architecture have been reported. An insertion of three chloroplast fragments at a single nuclear location was demonstrated experimentally ([@evx078-B40]) by screening nuclear activation of a chloroplast reporter gene *aadA* in plant lines. [@evx078-B53] reported three events of concatenated numts among the 30 numts in *Saccharomyces cerevisiae*. The nuclear cat genome includes 7.9 kb that is duplicated in tandem 38--76 times ([@evx078-B41]) and human chromosome 12 includes 18 tandem repeated numts of 47 bp length ([@evx078-B27]). [@evx078-B61] demonstrated instability of insertion, deletion, and rearrangement of plastid sequences in the nuclear genome. Similar insertion, deletion, and recombination dynamics have been reported in numerous other studies ([@evx078-B44]; [@evx078-B49]; [@evx078-B45]). Additionally, compound loci carrying numts and nupts have also been reported in plants ([@evx078-B49]). Such recombinational events have a major impact on efforts to identify organelle DNA insertions via sequence comparison methods, motivating our present efforts to find ways to more effectively quantify EGT events.

Factors Affecting Numt and Nupt Counts
--------------------------------------

The principle of identifying numts and nupts is simple: one uses BLAST (or similar) comparison of a sequenced organelle DNA to the nuclear genome of the same species. This is the commonly used procedure, it delivers a rough quantitative estimate ([@evx078-B3]; [@evx078-B28]; [@evx078-B55]; [@evx078-B29]). But staying in this approximate BLAST comfort zone can be misleading. If we examine individual genomes carefully, obtaining good estimates for the number and nature of numts/nupts becomes more complicated. This is because the number of BLAST hits only provides an estimate for the upper bound of the number of recent independent insertions in the nuclear sequence data, for three reasons: 1) organelle genome organization and organelle repeated sequences, 2) structural rearrangements of organelle DNA that can occur during insertion, and 3) the subsequent rearrangement and mutational fate of insertions within the nucleus. During the sequencing process, where genome sequences are evolving from the stage of contigs and scaffolds to carefully annotated and curated assemblies, accurate estimation of the number of numt/nupt insertions in the genome (instead of only the number of BLAST hits) is particularly important.

Surprisingly (or perhaps not), counting of BLAST hits is still a common approach both in single genome and in large scale analysis ([@evx078-B55]; [@evx078-B29]; [@evx078-B18]; [@evx078-B66]), even though methods to better estimate the number of evolutionary independent events in genomes have been reported. These mostly pertain to single genome studies. Some of the factors that can result in overestimation of the number of inferred insertions are discussed in individual genome reports, mostly involving the combination of collinear fragments. The DNA Block Aligner (DBA), which was used in an early human genome numt analysis ([@evx078-B47]), is one example. A set of rules to join closely related BLAST hits was applied in later studies ([@evx078-B80]; [@evx078-B50]; [@evx078-B25]; [@evx078-B72]; [@evx078-B45]). The distance used to define two BLAST hits as originating from the same event varies from study to study. The use of closely related nuclear genomes can improve the concatenation and border delineation of orthologous numts ([@evx078-B27]).

In contrast, events such as duplications and insertion that are not collinear with the organelle DNA are rarely accounted for. Examples include [@evx078-B71], where human hits that are 30 kb apart are concatenated, [@evx078-B58], who manually inspected *Drosophila* numts within 25 kb windows, and [@evx078-B45], who estimated numts and nupts in six plants using concatenation of fragments with mixed orientations from nearby organelle regions. Duplications of numts are also considered in a few cases ([@evx078-B27]; [@evx078-B72]). The screening out of repetitive organelle regions that cause multiple BLAST hits is rarely, if ever, reported even though organelle DNA can harbor repeated sequences. Clearly, there are a number of factors to be considered when combining BLAST hits, yet there is no overview of the parameters used or of their impact when analyzing real genome data. With the number of sequenced genomes steadily increasing, and with the use of genome sequences steadily expanding in the study of human health, such comparison is needed.

Materials and Methods
=====================

Data
----

Complete mitochondrial, plastid and nuclear genomes of 44 eukaryotes were downloaded (for complete list with accession numbers see [supplementary table S3](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online). This is a subset of the 55 eukaryotic nuclear genomes analyzed by [@evx078-B36] representing the cases where in addition to the nuclear genome at least one organelle genome is available. Out of the 44 genomes we were able to analyze 36 nuclear genomes for the existence of numts and 24 nuclear genomes for the existence of nupts.

Counting the Number of BLAST Hits
---------------------------------

Each organelle genome was compared with the corresponding nuclear genome using BLAST+ ([@evx078-B11]) with the blastn search, expect (*E*) value 0.0001, and with the DUST filter for masking of low complexity regions from nucleic acid sequences. The raw number of BLAST hits and the sum of hits were reported for each eukaryotic organism.

Inferring of the Number of Numts and Nupts
------------------------------------------

Analysis was done in a combination of PERL and MySQL. First, BLAST hits that mapped without a gap in the corresponding nuclear coordinates were concatenated using the BioPerl function disconnected_ranges of BIO::Range. This function finds the minimal set of ranges such that each input range is fully contained by at least one output range, and none of the output ranges overlap. These BLAST hits were concatenated regardless of organelle localization and orientation. The first step takes care of repeated regions on organelle genomes, tandem duplications, as well as DNA segments that were inserted nonlinearly. Following this first step, concatenations were performed separately by three different stringency protocols. The strict protocol concatenation is only allowed if organelle and nuclear DNA are colinear in a given distance. In the intermediate stringency the distance is only enforced on the nuclear but not on the organellar genome. The permissive estimate gives minimal numbers of independent insertions. In this case nonlinear organelle hits and hits on both nuclear strands were allowed. Thus, BLAST hits were concatenated regardless of the position and orientation of hits on organelles while only distances between nuclear coordinates were scored.

Results
=======

The Method for Counting Numts and Nupts
---------------------------------------

There are currently no conventions or established protocols for estimating the numbers of independent insertions through the joining of fragmented organelle insertions. Here, we investigated three approaches involving stringencies of joining criteria (strict to permissive) to infer the number of independent insertions from raw BLAST hits in 44 fully sequenced genomes. The genomes span six eukaryotic supergroups: Archaeplastida, Hacrobia, SAR, Excavata, Opisthokonta, and Amoebozoa. Numts were investigated in 36 genomes, 24 genomes were analyzed for nupts. Our approach took the following factors into account: 1) repetitive areas in organelles causing the identification of a nuclear area multiple times, 2) tandem duplication within the nuclear genome, and 3) fragmented collinear organelle bits. An additional factor 4) fragmented noncollinear organelle bits, is treated differently at the different stringencies.

We first ran BLAST of the organelle DNA (mitochondria or plastid) against the nuclear genome with an arbitrary but sensible *E*-score threshold of 10^−4^. We then calculated the number of independent events by three concatenation approaches. 1) The strict strategy holds on to nuclear and organelle coordinates as well as to their orientation. 2) The intermediate approach holds on to nuclear coordinates and to nuclear and organelle orientation but not to organelle coordinates. 3) The permissive counting holds on to only the nuclear coordinates. We used the following distances between nuclear coordinates in aligned matches for each strategy to combine nearby nuclear BLAST hits: 50 bp, 500 bp, 3 kb, and 10 kb.

In all three approaches, we first merged BLAST hits on the nuclear genome if they overlap or if the distance between BLAST hits is zero. In the strict approach, we then joined fragmented BLAST hits if they are collinear and separated by less than the specified distance (50 bp, 500 bp, etc.) on both the organelle and the nuclear genome.

In the intermediate approach we allowed concatenation of organelle BLAST hits regardless of their distance on the organelle as long as they are in the right orientation. In the third and most permissive approach, the minimal number of insertions is inferred by concatenating BLAST hits based only on the nuclear distance, ignoring mitochondrial (or plastid) order and strand orientation. This permissive approach lumps nearby numts (and nupts) as stemming from the same insertion and gives the lowest estimation, or minimal number, of recent EGT events.

How Many Were Found?
--------------------

BLAST hits were concatenated for distances of 50 bp, 500 bp, 3 kb, and 10 kb. [Table 1](#evx078-T1){ref-type="table"} and [supplementary table S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online (for numts) and [table 2](#evx078-T2){ref-type="table"} and [supplementary table S2](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online (for nupts) show the number of BLAST hits, the coverage of BLAST hits as well as the unique coverage of BLAST hits in the nuclear genomes. In addition, the tables present the number of inferred numts/nupts for the three methods across distances (50 bp to 10 kb). For each inferred number of numts/nupts, the number of numts that are composed of more than one BLAST hit under the specific parameter used is shown. For example, for *Arabidopsis thaliana* 1390 BLAST hits were found that cover 620,480 nuclear bases of which 554,892 bp are unique nuclear bases. If we consider concatenation in the distance of 50 bp, 915 events are inferred using the collinear approach, among which 96 are composed of multiple BLAST hits. As expected, the number of numts and nupts dropped, compared with the number of BLAST hits, for these genomes for all three methods. As shown in [figure 1](#evx078-F1){ref-type="fig"}, even when the strictest concatenation was performed, concatenating only hits that are 50 bp apart and collinear on the nuclear and the organelle genomes generates a steep decline (of the order of 34%, 915 instead of 1,390 events) in the estimated number of numts. F[ig]{.smallcaps}. 1.---Number of inferred (*A*) numts and (*B*) nupts obtained by different clustering stringencies and concatenation distances. Clustering stringency is shown on the *x*-axis, different concatenation distances are depicted in colors (blue 50 bp, red 500 bp, yellow 3 kb, and purple 10 kb). Species with at least 400 BLAST hits are shown.Table 1Number of Inferred Numts (Complex Numts in Parentheses) in Different Genomes as Determined by **S**trict, **I**ntermediate, and **P**ermissive Concatenation Criteria and for Different Distances (50 bp up to 10 kb) between Organelle DNA Fragments in Nuclear DNA\#BLAST HitsUBBDistanceSIP*Arabidopsis thaliana*1390620480/55489250 bp915 (96)883 (122)845 (115)500 bp845(154)821 (171)773 (165)3 kb813(181)744 (217)681(216)10 kb792(193)715(234)626(237)*Chondrus crispus*588877/852550 bp49(8)48(9)44(12)500 bp48(9)47(10)43(13)3 kb47(9)46(10)42(13)10 kb46(10)45(11)40(14)*Cyanidioschyzon merolae*3330/33050 bp3(0)3(0)3(0)500 bp3(0)3(0)3(0)3 kb3(0)3(0)3(0)10 kb3(0)3(0)3(0)*Cyanophora paradoxa*17839441/3199050 bp139(30)138(31)138(31)500 bp138(31)136(31)135(32)3 kb136(30)135(31)134(32)10 kb134(32)134(32)133(33)*Chlamydomonas reinhardtii*524295/389850 bp45(6)45(6)44(7)500 bp45(6)45(6)43(8)3 kb45(6)45(6)43(8)10 kb45(6)45(6)43(8)*Coccomyxa subellipsoidea*82966090/5583350 bp597(75)590(80)569(93)500 bp591(77)578(85)551(100)3 kb589(78)571(89)524(111)10 kb576 (82)556 (97)487(130)*Galdieria sulphuraria*7402/34450 bp4(1)4(1)4(1)500 bp4(1)4(1)4(1)3 kb4(1)4(1)4(1)10 kb4(1)4(1)4(1)*Micromonas sp. RCC299*182298/114350 bp9(9)9(9)9(9)500 bp6(6)6(6)6(6)3 kb6(6)6(6)6(6)10 kb3(3)3(3)3(3)*Oryza sativa*65501720939/118511350 bp3095 (1538)2984 (1499)2660 (1325)500 bp2900(1470)2768(1431)2249(1130)3 kb2820 (1468)2661 (1420)2072 (1071)10 kb2772 (1476)2572 (1409)1914 (1026)*Physcomitrella patens*449116749/11421950 bp405(31)392(41)380(48)500 bp393(40)378(49)360(57)3 kb376(48)366(54)348(62)10 kb364(54)357(59)338(68)[^2]Table 2Number of Inferred Nupts (Complex Nupts in Parentheses) in Different Genomes as Determined by **S**trict, **I**ntermediate, and **P**ermissive Concatenation Criteria and for Different Distances (50 bp up to 10 kb) Between Organelle DNA Fragments in Nuclear DNA\#BLAST hitsUBBDistanceSIP*Arabidopsis thaliana*44262144/4792150 bp302(107)291(110)287(110)500 bp282(114)278(114)270(114)3 kb271(120)267(120)257(118)10 kb257(115)251(115)238(111)*Chondrus crispus*4862028/6035050 bp40(4)40(4)40(4)500 bp38(6)38(6)38(6)3 kb34(6)34(6)34(6)10 kb32(6)32(6)32(6)*Cyanidioschyzon merolae*193622/360450 bp19(0)19(0)19(0)500 bp16(3)16(3)16(3)3 kb13(6)13(6)13(6)10 kb10(3)10(3)10(3)*Cyanophora paradoxa*374144842/12216750 bp260(68)259(68)257(69)500 bp256(65)256(65)254(66)3 kb256(65)255(66)250(68)10 kb256(65)255(66)250(68)*Chlamydomonas reinhardtii*1438798/430450 bp63(38)63(38)63(38)500 bp56(31)56(31)56(31)3 kb50(25)50(25)50(25)10 kb48(25)48(25)48(25)*Coccomyxa subellipsoidea*3289326917/10883450 bp363(42)360(44)345(53)500 bp358(47)356(48)338(59)3 kb353(48)346(51)324(62)10 kb347(51)334(59)306(71)*Chlorella variabilis*291829/181150 bp29(0)29(0)28(1)500 bp29(0)29(0)28(1)3 kb29(0)29(0)28(1)10 kb27(1)26(2)25(3)*Galdieria sulphuraria*168190296/17691650 bp69(35)68(34)64(31)500 bp53(35)53(35)47(30)3 kb38(27)38(27)30(21)10 kb38(27)38(27)30(21)*Micromonas sp. RCC299*223775/258650 bp13(9)13(9)13(9)500 bp12(10)12(10)12(10)3 kb6(4)6(4)6(4)10 kb6(4)6(4)6(4)*Oryza sativa*28501331500/98843550 bp1746(666)1722(674)1642(651)500 bp1662(673)1630(681)1483(638)3 kb1627(674)1579(681)1387(619)10 kb1595(684)1544(691)1313(619)*Physcomitrella patens*30558953/4881250 bp238(65)235(66)233(65)500 bp235(67)232(67)229(66)3 kb228(60)222(57)219(56)10 kb218(51)216(51)212(51)*Porphyridium purpureum*353290772/21556450 bp24(18)23(17)23(17)500 bp24(18)23(17)23(17)3 kb23(17)23(17)23(17)10 kb23(17)23(17)23(17)*Selaginella moellendorffii*860314782/25338350 bp505(324)504(325)499(328)500 bp492(322)492(322)484 (324)3 kb373(207)372(206)361(209)10 kb343(183)343(183)330(185)[^3]

[Figure 1](#evx078-F1){ref-type="fig"} summarizes the results for genomes with at least 400 BLAST hits. There is a consistent drop from the number of BLAST hits to the number of inferred numts/nupts but within each concatenating distance the differences in the number of final numts/nupts is moderate. If we continue with the previous example, BLASTing the nuclear genome of *Arabidopsis thaliana* with the corresponding mitochondrial DNA yields 1390 BLAST hits. Concatenating these numts results in anywhere from 626 to 915 (45--66%) inferred numts, depending both on the distance used for concatenation and on the method used to concatenate. Using a concatenation distance of 50 bp yields 915, 883, and 845 inferred numts for the strict, intermediate and permissive criteria, respectively. A distance of 500 bp yields 845, 821, and 773 inferred numts for the strict, intermediate, and permissive criteria, whereas a distance of 3 kb and 10 kb yields 813, 744, 681 and 792, 715, and 626. However, the fraction of inferred independent events compared with the number of BLAST hits changes dramatically across genomes, especially when considering genomes where BLAST hits are few and split across the entire genome. For example, the *Dictyostelium discoideum* genome includes 147 BLAST hits assigned to 122--132 numts, which correspond to 83--90% of the number of BLAST hits. It is essential to concatenate nearby numt/nupt BLAST hits to obtain more accurate estimates, although the impact of each approach used to correct for concatenation or the distance between fragments is only moderate. Below we present the details of analysis with concatenation that are no more than 500 bp apart in the nuclear genome and any distance or orientation in the organelle genome.

Out of the 44 genome analyzed ([supplementary table S3](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online), 16 were analyzed for both numts and nupts: *Arabidopsis thaliana*, *Chondrus crispus*, *Cyanidioschyzon merolae*, *Cyanophora paradoxa*, *Chlamydomonas reinhardtii*, *Coccomyxa subellipsoidea*, *Galdieria sulphuraria*, *Micromonas sp. RCC299*, *Oryza sativa*, *Physcomitrella patens*, *Emiliania huxleyi*, *Plasmodium falciparum*, *Aureococcus anophagefferens*, *Nannochloropsis gaditana*, *Phaeodactylum tricornutum*, and *Thalassiosira pseudonana* . The data from these 16 genomes reveal a strong correlation between the number of inferred numts and the number of inferred nupts (Spearman nonparametric rho = 0.723, *P* = 0.0015). That indicates that the tendency to undergo organelle DNA insertion is a characteristic of the nuclear lineage. Examples include the *Arabidopsis thaliana* genome with 773 numts and 270 nupts, the *Coccomyxa subellipsoidea* genome with 551 numts and 338 nupts, and the *Oryza sativa* genome with 2,249 numts and 1,483 nupts.

How Old Are Numts and Nupts?
----------------------------

Using a naïve molecular clock approach, one can obtain estimates for the age of numt and nupt insertions. This entails many assumptions, including the assumption that the mutation rate is constant, such that accumulated mutational differences between the nuclear insertion and the organelle copy reflect roughly the amount of time that has elapsed since the time of nuclear insertion ([@evx078-B28]; [@evx078-B31]). There are a number of caveats to such estimates. For example in animals, most observed mutations have accumulated in the organelle copy, because the mitochondrial mutation rate is an order of magnitude faster than the nuclear rate. In plants, precisely the opposite is observed, that is, the nuclear rate is higher ([@evx078-B31]). Despite many approximations and uncertainties, such estimates help to illustrate the recent nature of numts and nupts.

The *relative* age distribution of numts and nupts as indicated by percent nucleotide identity extracted from their BLAST alignments is shown in [figure 2](#evx078-F2){ref-type="fig"}. The patterns are different for different genomes. Some genomes are enriched in recent insertions such as numts in *Cyanophora*, in others we hardly see evidence for recent insertions, such as numts in *Dictyostelium*. Though we assumed a molecular clock and though we know that age is overestimated, in primates we were able to identify numts that are 50--60 Ma without sequences having reached saturation ([@evx078-B28]). F[ig]{.smallcaps}. 2.---(*A*) A schematic phylogenetic tree and distribution of BLAST identity scores for permissive counting showing at least 20 inferred insertions with a concatenation distance of 500 bp for (*B*) numts and for (*C*) nupts. Distribution of BLAST identity scores for permissive counting showing at least 20 inferred insertions with a concatenation distance of 500 bp. Concatenated numt and nupt scores were calculated as a weighted mean. Scales are shown between 60% and 100% identity and the distribution is shown up to 30%. The sum of the cumulative distribution is one. Some species include columns above 30% as *Chlorella* (40%), *Coccomyxa* (40%) and *Emiliania* (40%) for nupts, and *Cyanophora* (40%) and *Nematostella* (70%) for numts.

[Figure 2*A*](#evx078-F2){ref-type="fig"} shows a schematic phylogenetic tree for genomes having at least 20 numts or nupts. [Figure 2*B*](#evx078-F2){ref-type="fig"} (for numts) and 2*C* (for nupts) show the distribution of BLAST scores or inferred BLAST scores for the permissive BLAST analysis of numts with an allowed concatenation distance of 500 bp. [Figure 2*C*](#evx078-F2){ref-type="fig"} shows the same for nupts. The fraction of scores is shown for each species separately for all insertions with 60--100% identity to organelle DNA. The distribution of insertions with high identity to organelle DNA differs across species. Some genomes show a high proportion of very recent (almost identical to organelle DNA) insertions, for example numts in *Phytophthora*, whereas others show a higher proportion of low sequence identity (more ancient) insertions, such as numts in *Oryza*.

For those plastid-bearing eukaryotes with sufficient numbers of numts and nupts to plot a distribution, the relative age distribution of the two kinds of insertions, not just their numbers, appears to follow the same trend. This is significant for *Arabidopsis thaliana*, *Oryza sativa*, *Physcomitrella patens*, *Coccomyxa subellipsoidea*, and *Chondrus crispus* but not for *Cyanophora paradoxa* and *Chlamydomonas reinhardtii* (Kolmogorov--Smirnov *P* \< 0.05). This suggests that the process of transfer is not organelle-dependent, but again, as with the number of insertions, dependent upon processes specific to the lineage or its nuclear genome. It can furthermore be seen from [figure 2](#evx078-F2){ref-type="fig"} that transfers can be clustered in different lineages, either skewed predominantly towards very recent transfers (near 100% sequences identity) or towards more ancient transfers (near 60% sequences identity). This indicates that although numt and nupt transfers occur continuously throughout evolution, they do not occur at a constant rate, showing evidence across several lineages for periods of higher and lower transfer frequencies, respectively.

Discontinuous or Continuous with Organelle DNA?
-----------------------------------------------

When organelle DNA is transferred to the nucleus, it can be integrated as a single copy or fragment of the genome. In such cases, the BLAST result would be sufficient and there would be no need to look for rearrangements, subsequent insertions, or other kinds of recombinational events that would generate discontinuity with organelle DNA. As shown in [tables 1](#evx078-T1){ref-type="table"} and [2](#evx078-T2){ref-type="table"}, many of the numts and nupts that we identified in the present study are interrupted in some manner, that is, they are not continuous with organelle DNA. We call these insertions "complex," where the designation as complex makes no statement on the issue of whether the discontinuity arose during the process of insertion or through subsequent recombinational events. We use the word recombination here in a generic sense to designate all kinds of events that could lead to discontinuity between organelle and numt/nupt DNA, that is, insertion, inversion, deletion, and the like, without specifying the mechanism(s) involved.

The number of these complex insertions varies between species. Although only 5% of the numts in *Dictyostelium discoideum* are complex, 50% of the numts in *Oryza sativa* are composed of more than a single BLAST hit. Similarly, complex events in nupts range between 16% in *Chondrus crispus* and 64% in *Coccomyxa subellipsoidea* and include almost all events (98%) in *Symbiodinium minutum*. This raises the question of whether hits that are proximate on the nuclear genome within a distance of 0.05--500 kbp, which are the ranges that we examined and tabulated in [tables 1](#evx078-T1){ref-type="table"} (numts) and 2 (nupts), are in fact the result of the same insertion, or whether independent insertions occurred at the same site in these cases. The simplest answer to this question is obtained by comparing the sequence identity of adjacent hits to the organelle DNA. Both for numts and for nupts, this difference is usually very low, even for the least stringent concatenation criteria ([fig. 3](#evx078-F3){ref-type="fig"}). Hence for the vast majority of complex insertions sampled here, adjacent hits appear to stem from the same insertion event as part of the same numt/nupt, but this does not reveal whether the fragmentation of the numt/nupt occurred during insertion or subsequently. F[ig]{.smallcaps}. 3.---Difference in percent identity between BLAST hits belongs to the same insertion. (*A*) For each inferred insertion, the maximum identity score-difference between separated BLAST hits was calculated. (*B*) Histograms of the difference of % identity for numts and nupts. Data from permissive concatenation with a distance up to 500 bp.

What Breaks Them Up?
--------------------

In principle, complex numts/nupts could be the result of fragmentation during the transfer/insertion event or they could result from DNA insertion into the numt/nupt itself. In the latter case, the insertion separating the organelle derived sequences should, in the simplest case, be some kind of mobile DNA. We tested this possibility by looking at the complex numts and nupts that are composed of two or more BLAST hits separated by at least 10 bp of nuclear DNA. For genomes with at least 80 such complex insertions, we used RepeatMasker ([@evx078-B62]) to look for the existence of components of the repetitive DNA in each genome within these complex numts/nupts. The analyzed genomes include *Oryza sativa* for both numts and nupts as well as *Arabidopsis thaliana* and human for numts, where large numbers of numts/nupts are observed. As seen in [table 3](#evx078-T3){ref-type="table"}, when numts or nupts include nonorganelle DNA, complex numts are enriched in repetitive sequences germane to the nuclear genome. For example, 165 out of 773 *Arabidopsis thaliana* numts are complex, of which 92 include at least 10 bp of interrupting DNA. Within the interrupting DNA, 77 have repeats including 92 retroelements, 12 DNA transposons, 2 small RNAs, 1 satellite, and 7 low complexity regions. Similarly, when considering *Oryza sativa* numts, 1,130 are complex of which 196 include at least one 10 bp stretch of nonnumt DNA. Using RepeatMasker ([@evx078-B62]), we found 64 retroelements, 25 DNA transposons, 8 small RNA, 1 simple repeat, and 9 low complexity regions in 82 numts. In *Oryza sativa*, out of 1,483 nupts 638 are complex, of which 113 include more than 10 bp nonnupt DNA. These 113 nupts include 4 retroelements, 13 DNA transposons, 18 small RNAs, 2 simple repeats, and 13 low complexity regions in 37 nupts. Thus, when there is nonnumt/nupt derived DNA in a numt/nupt region in the nuclear genome, these are components of the nuclear genome's repetitive DNA, and thus most likely correspond to post numt/nupt insertions of mobile DNA. Table 3Repeats Identified by RepeatMasker in Complex Numts and Complex Nupts in Genomes Harboring at Least 80 Inferred InsertionsNumts/NuptsComplex Numts/Nupts Out of the Total NumberNumber of Numts/Nupts With at Least 10 bp SpacerNumber of Numts/Nupts With RepeatsRepeats Identified*NumtsArabidopsis thaliana*773165927792 retroelements, 12 DNA transposons, 2 small RNA 1, satellite, 7 low complexity*Oryza sativa*224911301968264 retroelements, 25 DNA transposons, 8 small RNA, 1 simple repeat, 9 low complexity region*Homo sapiens*59296826152 SINEs, 4 LTRs, 1 DNA element, 45 small RNA, 9 simple repeats, 25 low complexity regions*NuptsOryza sativa*1483638113374 retroelements, 13 DNA transposons, 18 small RNA, 2 simple repeats, 31 low complexity regions[^4]

Discussion
==========

In the present study, we have inferred the number of independent numt and nupt insertions in genomes with a focus on quantifying the degree to which standard BLAST approaches overestimate the numbers of numts and nupts in nuclear genomes. The number of inferred, independent numts and nupts in nuclear genomes is dramatically reduced when organelle repeats, tandem duplication of inserted organelles as well as pre and post insertion fragmentations are taken into account. The stringency of concatenation is of lesser importance. Nevertheless, overestimating the number of insertions is only one part of the problem of inferring the number of numts and nupts in genomes. Because of their similarity to *bona fide* organelle DNA, numt and nupt insertions are often missed during the genome assembly process, or they are found but misidentified as mitochondrial and plastid DNA, or they are otherwise unrecognized.

Methods to help improve quantification of organelle insertions, as we have presented here, should be also relevant in nonevolutionary investigations, for example in the investigation of numt acquisition and dynamics in human health studies, for example, somatic ageing and cancer progression genomics. As new sequencing technologies permit more rapid identification of organelle DNA sequences in healthy and pathogenic cells, more rapid and accurate counting of novel numt insertions becomes a key to understanding their significance.

Missing and Unrecognized Inserts: Where Will It Make a Difference?
------------------------------------------------------------------

The oldest and best known source of problems that numts and nupts create is in the field of molecular systematics using organelle DNA markers ([@evx078-B4]). The appearance of numts in mitochondrial DNA studies has long been known ([@evx078-B83]; [@evx078-B68]; [@evx078-B2]; [@evx078-B67]; [@evx078-B10]). More attention is now given to this problem. A main source of confusion concerning numts is that DNA barcoding techniques identify organisms with a fragment of mitochondrial cytochrome c oxidase I (COI) ([@evx078-B7]; [@evx078-B42]). DNA barcoding among arthropods was found to overestimate the number of species when numts are coamplified ([@evx078-B63]). [@evx078-B5] identified numts that differed by only 1--3 nucleotides from mitochondrial DNA in European bark beetles. [@evx078-B24] compared phylogeographic patterns obtained before and after elimination of numts from mtDNA data for the beetle *Monochamus galloprovincialis*: numts increase haplotype numbers with dramatic effects on genetic diversity estimates and phylogeography.

A different type of problem is encountered with next generation sequence (NGS) data. These new methodologies are biased towards underestimation of numt/nupt content. Studies in humans suggest that the rate of numt insertion is ∼5.1--5.6 × 10^−6^ per germ cell per generation, or that every two human haploid genomes should be polymorphic for at least two numt loci ([@evx078-B3]; [@evx078-B54]). However, this prediction does not seem to hold for next generation sequencing (NGS) data. In a previous study ([@evx078-B29]), we reported 12 numts that are polymorphic in humans, ten of which we identified ourselves in the reference human genome and an additional two insertions that were known previously ([@evx078-B82]; [@evx078-B19]), but that are absent from the human reference genome. [@evx078-B37] surveyed the 1000 human genome data for numt polymorphism and reported another two numts that are present in the human reference genome. However, analyzing 940 individuals based on the indels reported by the 1000 genome consortium, they only found four additional numts that are missing from the reference genome.

By contrast, [@evx078-B17] recently reassembled the 1000 human genome data from reads (note that reassembly and analysis is very different from reanalysis of the existing assembly) and reported 141 new numts that were overlooked in the initial 1000 genome assemblies, probably because of their similarity to mitochondrial DNA. They also found nearly complete mtDNA insertions that had been removed in earlier assemblies ([@evx078-B17]). In addition to assembly procedures, sequencing technologies newer than NGS should improve the situation, as the lesson from tardigrade genomes reveals. The NGS tardigrade genome was reported to have recently acquired 17% of its protein coding genes from bacteria ([@evx078-B8]), whereas the same species independently sequenced using long reads revealed almost no evidence for LGT at all ([@evx078-B34]), the 17% report largely being an artifact of NGS sequencing data.

Missing and Unrecognized Inserts: Disease and Somatic Insertions
----------------------------------------------------------------

So far we have focused on numt and nupt insertions through evolutionary time. Although numts were mis-reported as mitochondrial mutations in patients ([@evx078-B75]), there is also evidence for organelle to nucleus transfers both in human disease and during the individual ontogeny. Five numt insertions have been implicated in causing human disease ([@evx078-B13]). One involves a 41-bp mtDNA insertion at the breakpoint junction of a translocation ([@evx078-B79]). Four others were insertions in genes, one causing severe plasma factor VII deficiency ([@evx078-B9]), one causing a case of mucolipidosis IV ([@evx078-B20]), one causing Usher syndrome type IC, and one that was associated with the Chernobyl incident causing a rare case of Pallister--Hall syndrome ([@evx078-B73]).

The case of the Chernobyl disaster ([@evx078-B73]) is of specific interest as numts have long been related to DNA repair and instability. Sporadic reports showed early on that numt insertion occurs in cancer-related cases such as HeLa cell ([@evx078-B60]), rat hepatoma cells ([@evx078-B16]), and low grade brain tumor ([@evx078-B38]). The limiting factor in numt/nupt integration is probably the physical introduction of organelle DNA into the nuclear compartment. If so, then increased organelle instability (organelle lysis) might be associated with increased integration. Numts and nupts are inserted into double strand breaks (DSBs) in the nuclear genome via a nonhomologous end joining (NHEJ) mechanism ([@evx078-B6]; [@evx078-B53]). Their integration into the nuclear genome involved fewer local deletions than expected ([@evx078-B26]). [@evx078-B32] used a split read approach to analyze NGS data from cancer tissues. Their analysis revealed 16 recent, independent somatic insertions in 12 out of 587 comparisons of tumor versus normal cells from the same individuals. Most of the numts observed occur in combination with other events of genomic instability such as inversions, translocations, and large deletions. In a more recent study, a numt insertion event into USP51 gene led to formation of a novel *FOXR2* promoter and induced oncogene expression ([@evx078-B65]). No reports have yet emerged that indicate a mechanism other than NHEJ in cancer cell numt mutational insertions. *Bona fide* mitochondrial DNA is thought to be commonly mutated in cancer, although it was also suggested ([@evx078-B59]) that some of the mitochondrial mutations common in cancer might be numt artifacts. If so, then the same fundamental kinds of problems that numts cause in systematics might also affect investigations of mtDNA in tumor cells. If numt insertions can affect gene expression in tumor cells, there is reason to suspect that they might be able to impact gene expression in evolutionary terms as well.

Both exogenous and endogenous factors can affect the integration of numts and nupts into genomes. Aging is the first and, for now, the most well-established factor influencing numt (and by inference nupt) integration. [@evx078-B81] showed that in the fungus *Podospora anserina*, integration of mitochondrial DNA into the nuclear genome occurred during senescence. In was later suggested that mitochondrial fragment integration into the nuclear genome might promote ageing as well as cancer ([@evx078-B57]). Increased numt insertion to the nuclear chromosomes was shown to increase with aging in yeasts and rats ([@evx078-B12]; [@evx078-B14], [@evx078-B15]). It was suggested that in *Saccharomyces cerevisiae* oxidative stress increases during the aging process and that this may also lead to increased fragmentation of mtDNA and numt insertion as well as to reduced survival rate ([@evx078-B15]).

Numt/nupt insertion is also affected by environmental conditions. [@evx078-B76] showed that only mild heat stress in tobacco plants increases the frequency of both numt and nupt insertions into the nuclear genome. Their results suggest that the frequency of numt/nupt integration might vary over time both between and within lineages, which is exactly what we found in the present genomic investigation ([fig. 2](#evx078-F2){ref-type="fig"}). Clearly such transfers are potentially a source of variation during evolution. In the early phases of eukaryote evolution, gene transfers from organelles to the nucleus were a source of new genes. In the later phases of eukaryote evolution, numt/nupt insertions were a source of variation as well. At the scale of individual life spans, the rate of numt and nupt insertion is also a detectable source of variation. Even at the level of tumor cell proliferation, the origin of novel numts can be observed. The fact that cancer cells tend to not need their mitochondria during the transition to less efficient but more rapid glycolytic growth, an observation noted by Otto [@evx078-B78], might bear upon the increased rate of numt insertion noted in the comparatively few reports of genomic variation during cancer progression that have been published to date.
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[^3]: N[ote]{.smallcaps}.---The number of hits obtained by BLASTing mitochondrial DNA against the nuclear genome (BLASTN *E* value 0.001) is shown. UBB (Unique Bases by BLAST)---values in the column UBB indicate the sum of bases (before slash) or the unique bases (after slash), respectively, by BLAST. Unless otherwise indicated, the values shown in red (permissive concatenation with a maximum distance of 500 bp) were used in this study. Additional genomes appear in [supplementary table S2](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online.
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